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The CDNameSearch staff
has been working hard to
bring you the best CDNameSearch release
yet! We’re proud to present you with this
sneak peak of its ground-breaking, new features and winning enhancements.

The ability to search with both CIPO and
USPTO databases simultaneously is a reality!
Months of diligent work have gone into the
creation of this easy to use feature, and we’re
happy to say that despite the strain of searching more than one database at a time, search
times remain quick and efficient.

We’ve integrated an RSS aggregator into
CDNameSearch. This means we can send
you urgent information or industry news directly, keeping you informed and up-to-date.
The newsletter will also be available in this
format. CDNameSearch groups and sorts
them automatically, saving you time and cabinet space.
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See the government’s current, official data on
a selected trademark in this new PageView
tab.
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The old set of reports is out, and in its place
comes a brand new, highly customizable,
professional looking set of reports. You’ll find
the report types you’re used to still available,
and new ones up for grab too.
Preview reports before printing, or Export
them in PDF, Word and many other formats.
Customize a report’s title, header and footer,
and add personal or company information too.
These customization options and many more
will be at your finger-tips.
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Gain the ability to add comments to a TIP and
have them appear on reports too.
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∗ TIPs can be dragged and dropped between Booklets.

∗ The Secondary Search dialogs have been
overhauled to be easier to use.

∗ Hover the mouse over a Class in the

Class Search Dialog to display the English
summary of that class.
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Search over the web from anywhere using CDNameSearch 8.5 itself. Get the cost-savings of
internet searching with the enhanced abilities of 8.5, or use the Web Services along side your
optical databases thanks to multi-database searching.
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- Double click the category button to keep a TIP
- The number of TIPs in a Booklet is shown.
- Search criteria appears in a TIP Booklet’s title bar.
- Disable categories and search criteria in reports.

Our Knowledge Library is
packed with useful information, and with 8.5 you’ll be
able to use built-in help contexts to bring up needed
information directly from it.

